
LINCOLN LEADERSHIP ESSAY

Free Essay: Lincoln on Leadership I start this project on Lincoln's leadership very reluctantly. I am a history buff and
have always viewed his.

I the year , during the presidential elections in America, Abraham Lincoln led the Republicans to ban the issue
of slavery in America. Such a leader takes into consideration the views of other people in addition to
providing them with the support that is necessary for accomplishing tasks and their personal development.
Traits and qualities that Lincoln held led him to become an effective leader. Though his conviction proved
right, instead of being an autocratic leader if he would have demonstrated more of participative leadership
qualities he would have gained the same amount of success but a lesser number of opponents. Leadership
responsibilities Leaders are expected to influence others, not just in the accomplishment of goals, but also to
instill good behavior which later results in good morals. I have a high opinion for Obama, the enormous
problems and challenges he faces and hence his respect for Lincoln stimulates a renewed interest for me in my
studies. Silence: The mystery of wholeness. It is often said of Lincoln that he was the perfect man put in the
perfect position to complete the improbable task of maintaining the union that was and is, the United States of
America. However being an autocratic leader requires an even greater amount of political courage as well as
personal courage too. If this is so, was it Davis's strong leadership, which ensured that the confederacy
survived as long as it did Indeed Obama in time chose his main -- and sometimes bitter -- rival in the long and
brutal Democratic Primary, Hillary Clinton, as his Secretary of State; it was certainly the case that Clinton
coveted Obama's job, but following in the policies of Lincoln, the president turned to Clinton anyway. Need a
paper on the same topic? Abe Lincoln was a great leader and president. He helped his parents around the
house weeding the garden, bringing in firewood and water, gathering wild grapes from the woods, and helping
to sow seeds at planting time Thomas,  Once they have developed a vision, a leader will effectively
communicate this vision so that people can share or buy in to the passion of change; this motivates and
inspires people to want to embark on the journey to change. One will definitely need to possess leadership
skills in order to be a great president. He was born in a one-room log cabin in Hodgenville, Kentucky. The win
made seven states that highly relied on agriculture to split from the Federal Union and form the Confederacy.
Of course if one reads his book, they quickly realize that Obama was not trying to portray himself as Lincoln
-- and certainly not saying he was better than Lincoln. He wrote his own speeches , worked long hours, and
aged dramatically during his time in office. Spielberg, S. Contemplation of human nature furnishes nothing
more encouraging than the general response of mankind to such a quality" Root,  Therefore, I have learned
that effective listening is important when it comes to exhibiting good leadership. Leadership plays a huge role
when one is the president of the United States. Over the last years a lot has happened in America. He used this
sense of humor to gain proportion on situations, another admirable quality of a great leader. In my job as an
assistant administrator, I was in a situation where our company had to be more strict and roll out a change that
everyone was forced to accept. This paper is not wholly intended to compare Lincoln and Obama, but the fact
that Obama has made so many public pronouncements about his deep reverence for Lincoln's leadership -- and
the fact that Obama took the oath of office using Lincoln's Bible -- the Obama -- Lincoln link is valid and
worth exploring to some degree. His proud parents were Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Lincoln. Lincoln listens
to the soldiers attentively as they explain about their life as soldiers and only speaks when asking questions
Spielberg,  He resembled a dedicated, brave character that had a unique form of leadership that consisted of
telling stories to explain his actions and to influence society to President Abraham Lincoln words - 9 pages
Lincoln Biography. Lee fought on the Confederate side and was a general, yet, he did not agree with the
reasoning or the idea of the secession but kept true to his loyalty to his Civil War Heroes Including Abraham
Lincoln, Robert E. During the elections, a majority of the votes went to the Republican Party, and Abraham
Lincoln became the first president from the Republican Party. Any great leader also suffers when they have
empathy with those they lead, because they understand what their people are going through, and Lincoln
suffered as he led the nation into Civil War. Rawley continues, "The plight of the freedmen-homeless, hungry,
and uncertain about their future-early elicited Lincoln's sympathy and concern" Rawley, , p. He chose that
book because he wanted to surround himself with high quality people like Lincoln did. Author Root notes,
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"He knew intuitively what was big and important and must be insisted upon, and what might seem big, but
was really small and unimportant, and might be sacrificed without harm" Root,  USA: DreamWorks. He was
also extremely sympathetic toward the victims of the war, not only the lost soldiers but also their families, and
he worried about the plight of the newly freed slaves, as well. Type of paper: Essay This essay has been
submitted by a student.


